7 days of relaxed family
sailing in Istria
KID-FRIENDLY ROUTE
This route is made for family sailing because the listed destinations have mostly nice
weather and safe places for kids to play, swim and enjoy.
Also, you can easily get lunch or dinner at a restaurant or shop for supplies in grocery
stores.

GOOD TO KNOW:
All boats meant for sailing with kids have safety nets. Everybody will get a life jacket
to wear the whole time while sailing - making it a relaxed and safe holiday for the whole
family.

DAY 1: PULA
SATURDAY

The plan for the first day is to arrive on a Saturday in Pula and get to the Marina.
Your check-in on the boat will be at 5 PM and you will spend the night there.
Pula is the largest city in Istria Region. It is known for its multitude of ancient Roman
buildings.
The most famous is the Pula Arena, one of the best-preserved Roman
amphitheaters in Europe.

Things to do:
Pula Arena - the best time to visit
the Arena is during a summer

Food and drinks
TiVoli - a place that offers
Mediterranean and Croatian

concert
Aquarium Pula - a great attraction
for the whole family

cuisine but also pizza
Fortuna - enjoy some ice cream
for dessert

Beach Valovine - has enough

Konoba Boccaporta - healthy and

shade for kids to rest between

fresh food

swimming sessions

You’ll spend the next two days on the Brijuni islands. There’s a lot to explore
but we also wanted to make this route a bit relaxed and with fewer
stops- making it suitable for traveling with kids.

DAY 2 & 3
PULA - THE BRIJUNI
ISLANDS
SUNDAY-MONDAY

The Brijuni Islands are a group of fourteen small islands.
Famous for their scenic beauty, the islands are a holiday resort and a Croatian
National Park.
Veliki Brijun is the largest, most popular island and an example of how humans and
nature can exist together in harmony.
Mali Brijun is known for its Fort Brioni Minor, which is the largest fortification on the
Adriatic coast, as well as for the Ulysses Theater which represents a jewel of
Croatian art and gathers theatre lovers each summer.

Things to do:
Visit the Safari park that has both exotic and autochthonous animals
Visit Koki the parrot, one of the rare exemplars of yellow-crested cockatoos
The memorial to spring water - the memorial well for extraction of spring
water on the island
Sculptures - the island hides many sculptures, some of them are also from
dinosaurs
Quarries - old quarries converted into pleasant promenades

Food and drinks
Caffe bar Sony i Lanka - a bar by the safari trail
Restoran Neptun - enjoy Mediterranean cuisine
Restoran Galija

After two days on the islands, it’s time to get back to the shore,
to the Cape Kamnjak.

DAY 4 & 5
THE BRIJUNI
ISLANDS - CAPE
KAMENJAK
TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY

The Cape Kamenjak is known as the Peninsula of Premantura (Punta).
Kamenjak is an ideal place for an active holiday where you can take walks, ride
bikes, kayak and surf.
Due to its exceptional natural values, the peninsula consisted of Upper and Lower
Kamenjak was declared a protected area.

Things to do:
Njive Beach Kamenjak - the beach is covered with gravel and small pebbles,
entrance into the sea is very shallow
Penižule Beach Kamenjak - the central part of the beach is covered with
gravel and pebbles, entrance is very soft
Radovica Beach Kamenjak - the beach is pebbled, sides are rocky and
medium height, suitable for water jumps and the entrance into the sea is
very soft

Food and drinks
Safari Bar - great place by the coast where you can enjoy some refreshments and the view
Beach Bar Polje - enjoy some snacks and views of the Adriatic
Konoba Ancora - magical atmosphere and fresh ingredients for your meals

Your next stop is only a quick sail away and it will bring you more nature
paradise.

DAY 6
CAPE KAMENJAK BANJOLE
THURSDAY

Banjole is located on a beautiful green peninsula that dips into the crystal clear sea.
This is a small village with a naturally protected harbor and rich shade of old trees.
Its natural beauty, countless coves, clear sea and fragrant pine forests are a source
of endless pleasure.
The underwater world of this region is known for its impressive passages and
colorful reefs with a large number of colorful marine inhabitants.

Food and drinks

Things to do:
Paltana

Konoba Sidro

- remains of Roman baths from the

- fantastic food, but be sure to

1st century

reserve your table in advance

Banjole Beach

Nina pizzeria

- with crystal clear waters

- when in the mood for pizza this is

Fraškerić Island

a place to be

- if you are maybe in mood for

Barka

diving

- for some fresh seafood and great
views

Enjoy your last day on the boat, take some photos and videos and cherish
the time with your family.

DAY 7
PULA
FRIDAY

For your last day, you can return to Pula and enjoy all the things you didn’t have the
chance to on your first day.
If you want to continue your trip and reward your kids with a special field trip - we
recommend the aqua park Istralnadia.
It’s only an hour away from Pula and guarantees fun for the whole family.

Want to know more about this route? Fill out the form below and we'll get back to you!

BOOK YOUR TRIP

+385 95 6687 012
sebastus.com

+385 95 6687 012

+385 95 6687 012

info@sebastus.com

